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Controlled islanding - why?

Stop faults from cascading!

Power outage in 2003 due to one tree (and contributing factors)!

Disturbances cause the grid to oscillate
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Controlled islanding - how?

Separate the grid into smaller grids 
Isolate faults
Quicker recovery

Maintain power balance! Generation ≈ Load
Create islands with balanced load and high stability
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Solving this is the main problem!



Controlled islanding - how?

Many previous methods:

Model the grid’s dynamic properties down to individual components
Group power buses by some (dynamic) property
Create islands from suitable grouping
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Previous methods
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http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/1717588/



Previous methods
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Previous methods

10http://icseg.iti.illinois.edu/ieee-118-bus-system/



Previous methods

Based on linear models

Requires (hundreds or thousands of) accurate parameters for all parts of the grid

Generators
Transformers
Power lines
Loads
…

Often calculated offline, as steady-state systems
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Is there a better method?

Real disturbances are dynamic - far from steady-state!

However, slow coherency successful on simulations of the blackout in 2003!

Slow coherency groups buses by their calculated low-frequency modes
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New method wishlist

Data-driven - no grid parameters!

Make decisions based on the real dynamics of the system

Not confined to linearized models
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Koopman operator

“Hamiltonian systems and transformation in Hilbert space” 
Bernard Koopman, 1931

Linear operator that captures nonlinear phenomena
Used in many dynamic systems, such as fluid dynamics

By sampling phase angles we can find the dynamic modes!

Find buses that oscillate in harmony
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Math!
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States  ∈  represent the phase angles of all the buses

System evolves over time as phase angles oscillate (naturally, or due to 
disturbances)

We want to know 
the dynamics of 
the oscillations!



Math!
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Function that generates the next state from the current state

Observable, i.e. measurement

All following slides: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7243366/



Math!
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Koopman operator!

Eigenfunction



Math!

We are interested in the dynamic properties of the system

Koopman operator is linear

For our case:
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i:th Koopman eigenvalue

i:th Koopman mode

i:th eigenfunction



Now it gets a little complicated...
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Complications
Calculating eigenvalues and modes from measurements is “challenging” 

Approximate with an Arnoldi-type algorithm to get:
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Finding partitions

We want to group the buses in the grid by the “largest” dynamic properties

Sort the calculated modes and eigenvalues by growth rate |λi| and norm || i||
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Finding partitions

We want to group the buses in the grid by the “largest” dynamic properties

Sort the calculated modes and eigenvalues by growth rate |λi| and norm || i||

Calculate how tightly buses conform to each dominant mode
Discard modes that do not have a tight grouping

Partition (using k-means) according to phase angle
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Tightness of grouping (approx.)
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Result

Large correlation with other methods
The method captures essential dynamic properties, without modelling!
Finds all partitionings that slow coherency and graph bisectioning find

Not yet a deployable method
Sensitive to noise (use filtering!)
Phasor Measuring Units are not installed at all buses
Effect of unsynchronized measurements is unknown
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Conclusions

Cascading failures can be a problem in sensitive grids (ran at their limit)

Previous methods required detailed models

New method uses measurements to find dynamics of system

Captures essential properties of previous methods, without modelling

Still a research topic!
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